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WINTHROP COLLEGE, ROCK HILL, S.C.
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Desegregation plan evaluated

Touring the Tillman Building^
By FRAN STARNES
TJ feature editor

eight Winthrop students toured
several areas that are no longer
used in Tillman--parts of the
If the Tillman BsakEog could ground floor and the third,
talk, think of >i\ tixn stories it fourth and
fifth
floors.
could tell aboat Wlnthrop's past.
Here is a brief description
But snce f.he bu&Sng cannot of what they saw, along with a
talk, how obout a quick tear?
few facts about the historical
On Friday, March 27, about landmark.
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same contractors who
built Tillman also built the main
Warren8 said"that the Clemson
building, which was smaller than
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Built in 1894, Tillman was
originally called the Main
Building because it was Winthrop's first builcfing after the
college moved from Columbia,
S.C., to Rock Hill.
Steve Warren, resident constnretion engineer, said that the
building housed dormitories, a
kitchen, and the academic and
administration offices.
"Winthrop originally costed
$200,000," Warren said. "That
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the construction materials were-
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' ' 1 named after Benjamin R. Till' m a n > former South Carolina
' politician and famous proponent
of agricultural populism.
Now on with ^ the^ tour.
J

confining the wrists of convicts
who helped construct Tillman

St
Warren said that the prisoner
WM quarters were under the buildf S ing's front entrance steps.
r
'W"[ '
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"They worked during the day
and were dosed up in these at
No, M l Cwtfcen, 1980-81 SGA president, was not the first night," Warren said.
student placed in the Tillman stocks for misbehaving. He
There was once a pool on this;
decided to try them oat for size while touring the 87-year-old
Some say that
!ower
building. {TJ photo by T t a Harris)
(Continued on page 16)
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Winthrop reacts to Presidential shooting
By MICHELE HAULTER
TJ news editor
"The
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Melford Wilson

President Reagan being shot was
one of horror," Dr. Melford
Wilson, chairman of the political
science department, said. "I
think most people were horrified that something like that
could happen."
Wilson doesn't believe that
the attempted assassination of
President Reagan will have any
long-term effect.
"I" the short-run," Wilson
said, "Reagan's policies should
show an increase of favor by
the public."
W i t h 1116
upsurge of talk
about more enforcement of gun
control, Wilson doubts that the
shooting incident will cause
greater enforcement of gun control.

"Winthrop students were probably typical of all Americans
when they heard the news in
that they responded with shockand sympathy for the PresSdent," said WOsoa. "The President is doing very well and will
probably be going full steam in
about a month."
At this writing the President
was reported to be making excellent progress toward full recovery.
"Tm sorry to see people,
correlate zero year elections
with Presidents assassinations,"
said Colette Adams, secretary of
Dinldns Student W o n . **i feel
for the President and the other
people shot as well as their
families. I befieve the Washing-

ton, D.C., police officer who
stood in front of the President
should be commended for his
heroism.
"Instead of enforcing gun
control," said Adams, "why
dont the manufacturers quit
making Saturday night specials
or small caliber guns of that
type?"
"I'm really sorry the President was shot." said Tammy
Grimes, DSU president-elect,
"but I'm glad that the routine
in Washington is proceeding.
«i think the students were
very surprised and stunned when
they first heard the news,"
said Grimes. "Students now
seem to be more aware of what
is happening in Washington and

around the world. They see
how other world leaders are
reacting."
Winthrop seemed to be basirally in shock concerning the
attempted assassination.
.June High, a junior, spoke of
her reaction.
"Everybody before had been
talking about the aero years,
and tins incident just seemed to
prove it," said High. "And yet
in a way, since something bad
.happened, something food is
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briefs
District 50 will interview
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ajct. to 4:00 pjn., Gaston County
fnrthmg in- afl: teaching areas.
-^jjo^izsEBK itassesssd: in being interviewed should have
IffeeaggmjBaMwiiLnr.uui a s . " s a d Doisett.
r
«»"iCyaMfiWHTM«iinr i f f extension £100.

5Smssm &kmtiics Day declared
a»

legislation as well as being officially

13SIM.) "in.min m ••• iaac Wednestar, April 8, 1981, has been
Olympics enables handicapped in, m m i B mmUmsare irtatfrieuc ewnts and experience victory
bsmiiBOTwsasc.
"SaataanlBuidc vsaifs: Olympics, contact Tom Duncan at
t H-JST- SSZaesaBan: Caste? at 328.6104.

Jmm DSU
3ranF,riS=3ii2& ; Jamnrittees need new members, student
j-wwr- Titer - imit -rmr -mwHanpniw help for major planning
"UnpfSMBBBBvraz^ssKcnsr and October activities.
^mmrntur
~2nna^ Games, DSU president-elect, "The real
p e s on now, not later when the events
T
•—rrorg- for AJTIS1 are being made now. The
.te&BmemasaaaKm.fae-movies tor feiiis coming soon. Travel
MBE: tdjauwuL MHF. Concerts & Dance Committee
j a n t e e a i w g gy^sCaranrittee: need:your ideas now.
! "TjpHil !!• ii i -annt^amed; about the activities available
ja>ic3HsaaEL>ie:-osras£ a committee and griped about not being
'I^HrerramE^® dm ami: not basing: a. say in the activities, here
!

'•••rewww ••giger r m i m r Grimes a t 2 2 4 8 .

~~5s.. zzji . Tssfti ' iarinrr's Secretariat needs students who
aw«B—•p.-i—twmiimur nayw anrf Sergeants at Arms during
ii Mm! ~Tiwii CaaansL Conference winch will be held.April
B 2 aaaanKgpi alSamSmm, secretariat member.
= A a p c - — imm front one- country . ^ a^jthef .during
ntser.-.-jSEsmT SEE Csarcmttge sessions.
Ti fin mm ' in :n«nifcnrr the doos which lead into

t isBiiasr-MESfflEa
ground instructor, swimming, or
isBBcmac tzss- SBOE H2L Parks and Recreation Department
M i w B r j — IIIIIW. IE interested contact the Rock Hill

iambae .Tiimwr* .vttfc'otfrinitiated: into the Alpha Psi Omega
-four
r 11 u p • is:, a- rheattr fraternity and. according to
fe"N—w
*sr-rsvataai fraternity, not asocial one.
""SPUM. -JHiiiM-arg .jaanda Deese, Reggie Brunson, Bob

Senior invitations! l i i O f s exhibit
By ROBIN SHEALY
TJ news reporter
Thirteen senior art students
will present their work in the
Senior Invitational Honors Art
Exhibit to be held through
April 30. The formal opening of
the show will be Thursday from
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 pjn. in the
Main Gallery, according to Mary
Mintich, coordinator of the
program.
'These students were chosen
from all senior art students because they show initiative and
self-direction," said Mintich.
'The whole art faculty was involved in submitting invitations
to those students, who in the
faculty's opinion, exhibited
maturity and potential
Mintich explained the expectations of the exhibits.
'The students are asked to
produce a body of work that
would constitute a one artist
exhibit. They should show unity
and develop art from a persona!
standpoint."
The students are expected to
execute their exhibit in a professional manner.
"The students have gone
through the same processes and
pressures that professionals experience," said Mintich.
While the students were expected to do their own work,
they had art advisors at their
disposal.
'The purpose of the advisor
was to advise, not to dictate
what the student would do,"
said Mintich.
Last year, three students were
invited to exhibit their work
whereas thirteen were asked this
year.
Mintich explained the difference in number of artists participating from one year to the
next.
"Last year, the art honors
exhibit was a pilot program to
see how the idea would work
and the problems that would
inevitably pop up," said Mintich. "It did work. However,
the number participating can
either be more or less than the
previous year. It depends on
who has earned the honor."
Some of the students in the
program will receive credits for
their work, while others will
not.
Those students who received
the art honor and their respective mediums are: Judy Hall,
painting and porcelain sculpture;

Karen Bell, isiooogato" ^**ia
Black, ptoo^Ettirrv seotattoe.
and porcelain; Mtaeea Hojer,
painting and MUtooac Wdnel
Brandon, wahur *«»fcieaiptaie
and photography
Also, Susan Eaaaae. drawings and paper cossstcction;
Walter Crome.
Sum
Carter, drawa^s or
stretch
canvas; Georpa jSiMiiitbuike,
wood sculpture aaatf drawings;
Terry Helms, Main??: ffiU
McKinney, prints aati rirawins*;
Edie Myer, ctay awtMiiy Lynn
Whitesides, phorapmv. paint-

ing and sculpture.
Also, the Qara Barrett Strait
ooitrait collection will be wi display. This collection, to be
shown in the Intimate Gallery,
was recently restored by Art
Department chairman Edmund
LewandowsU.
"lfle
Senior
Invitational
Honors Exhibit and the Clarr.
Barrett Strait collection can
be viewed from 9 a.m.4:30
pjn., Monday through Friday
and 2 pan. to 5 pjn. on Sundays.

Weather-like Leather
handbags

$4

SUMMER CAMP

Salary, room and board
Handicapped Campers

MfM IIT.. Oakland Avenue
M7-6784
•Jiicafi
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National Student exchange will welcome eight to WC
By DEBBIE WELLS
TJ news reporter
Eight students from various
parti of-the United States will
take )?art in all forms of collegiate activities here at Wlnthrop
beginning this fall, according to
Jeff Mann, dean of students
and coordinator of the National
Student Exchange Consortium.
This yerr. Winthrop joined
the consortium along with other
colleges in the Southeast including N.C. State, University of
Georgia, USC, and UNC-Charlotte.
"Students do not realize the
opportunity they have in this
program," said Mann who was
also coordinator of the NSEP
at N.C. State. 'They can pay
Winthrop's tuition and go to
school elsewhere. They do,

Zeta Week
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority will
hold Zeta Week for its pledges
this week.
The week began yesterday
with a Strawberry Social. At this
Social the pledges received a
card telling them the date,
time, and place of their initiation.
Today the pieuges will meet
with the chapter members in
the chapter room at 9:30'pm.
to present their paddles which
they designed themselves and to
present their scrapbooks which
they have kept to record the
activities of their pledgeship.
On Tuesday the pledges and
chapter members will all meet
at Pizza Inn to eat dinner together.
Wednesday, all the chapter
members and pledges will wear
torquoise blue and steel gray
the sorority colors.
Thursday night at 9:30 and
Friday morning at 7:00 services
will be held at the fountain.
Friday afternoon all of the
pledges will be initiated.
Saturday will culminate the
Zf.'ta Week activities with the
Crown Ball and Awards Banquet which will be held at 7:00
p.m. at the Rock Hill Country
Club.

however, pay the specific institution's room and board fee,
but the advantages of travel,
learning about different schools,
and meeting different people
cannot be measured by a dollar
sign."
Only two students have been
placed this year, which was
somewhat of a let-down to
Mann. "We anticipated at least
10, but due to uucertainty, only
two have been placed." Gail
Eubanks
wijl
study at the University of Idaho and
Connie Welch will study at
East Oregon University. Both
are rising juniors.
Mann cited two reasons for
participating in the consortium
as the low cost for visiting
other schools, and to help
Winthrop students ventilate with
other college students. Other

Correction/
With the Student Savings
Card, the Rock Hill National
Bank will offer a student's
• first 50 checks free. The card

institution to join the consor- $25 should accompany the
application. Students must maintium is $400 annually.,
tain a 2.5 GPR and must be a
Students wishing to apply rising sophomore or junior. For
for the Student Exchange Pro- more information on the
gram can do so anytime, accord- National Student Exchange
ing to Mann, but the best time Program, contact the Dean of
is January, after students return Students, extension 2251 orfrom break. A non-refundable stop by Din kins 233.

Sovthera WOMBS Services, lac.
"A Women's Hnttfe Afwcy'
•Birth Central Services
•A Full Range of Woman'! Gynecological Servl
Trained Oountelora
'Speakers available for School & Civic Group*
•Abortion Counseling and Service*
'Problem Pregnarcy Counseling
•Frae Pregnancy Testing
24 Hour Answering Service
Call Toll Free 1-800-822-6750
Southern Worn ens Services
1614 Two.Notch Road
Colurabia.SC 29204
Local Phone No. 254-4368

DOC WATSON
DOC WATSON
DOC WATSON
Legendary folk singer,
guitarist and banjoist
8 p.m.
Saturday,
1
April 11, 198i.m
Byrnes Auditoriu:
Winthrop College'
Also Presenting
Gamble Rogers

Eaglie run winners
Avery Goode. Jr. was the
overall winner in the Fourth
Annual Eagle Run held on
March- 7. Goode was in the 2029 male age group, with a
finishing time of 21:15.
Chris Junkins was the first
WC male student finisher (20-29
male group—24:34).
And Bepky Crawford was the
first WC female •student finisher
(20-29 female group~30:35).

advantages are the assunty tnai
courses will transfer and a student need not be hassled with
the red tape of transferring.
| "Approximately 20 students
wanted to come to Winthrop
but .we need to keep the exchange even," said Mann. "The
geographic and academic credentials of Winthrop are the most
listed reasons for coming here,
especially the Schools of Musicand Business Administration.
That says a lot about Winthrop.
Also we are one of the few
schools in the Southeast to
offer this opportunity. You
surely cannot get this at Clemson or UNC-Chapel 1211."
Mann said a total of 48
institutions
are
involved
throughout
the continental
United States, Hawaii and the
Virgin Islands. The cost for an

!

Watson will be
accompanied by his son,

M«ie watsor.

In Concert

Premier attraction of Rock Hill's
Come See Me Weekend

Advance Tickets:

$4,50 Reserved Seats. $4 General Admission. $3 With A Winthrop II)
Available at Dinkins Student Center at Winthrop. Rock Hill National Bank
(all locations). The Record Cellar in the Rock Hill Mall. Music World in the
TownCenter Mall. The Evening Herald and Bud Welch Sporting Goods Store.
Mail Grder.Wataon
Dinkins Student Center
Winthrop College
Rock Hill. S.C. 29733
Sponsored'by Rock Hill National Bank, The Evening Herald and Winthrop College
i

j

More .InlomtjEttion,Call 323-2236
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Concerts lack student support
Like most college students, I enjoy concerts by popular
artists. And I've often wondered why so few student-oriented
acts are brought to Winthrop's campus.
It would be nice to shift the blame to certain college staff
members. But after talking with Tom Webb, Dinkins director,
the answer came convincingly clear. Lack of student support
is why concerts at Winthrop are few and far between.
Big name acts have been brought to Winthrop. The Atlanta
Rhythm Section, Mother's Finest, B.J. Thomas, Sha Na Na,
Pure Prairie League, The Drifters, John Hartford, The Spinners,
The Lettermen.The Emotions, and Tom Chapin are examples.
Byrnes auditorium has 3,500 seats. The largest audience at
any of the above concerts was about 2,200. The next best was
about 1,600 people. Many drew less than 1,000 people. I think
the figures speak for themselves.
Webb cited one specific example. In 1974, Sha Na Na, B.J.
Thomas and Mother's Finest were booked for one big show
together at Winthrop for about $18,000. The Winthrop recreational association (now DSU) expected to pay one third of the
cost out of its budget, the rest from ticket sales.
Webb said tickets to the show cost a reasonable $5.00. The
association sold only $0,000 in tickets.
"The Winthrop students have yet to demonstrate that they are
willing to support good solid middle-road affordable concerts,"
Webb said. "We've always seemed successful in all programming,
except concerts."
A "two-hit" group averaged about $6,000 per booking in
1976, Webb said. A group still on the up swing "would easily
be $15,000 now." Webb said. The total budget increase over
that period for DSU has been about $5,000.
"Students are not realistic" in the artists they expect "because they don't understand the cost element," Webb said.
A more recent example of a concert flop is The Emotions
concert which drew only a little over 1,000 people.
"We took a beating last year with The Amotions concert,"
\.ebb said. "We had to take out of our budget much more than
we anticipated."
I can understand why there are so few "two hit" group concerts at Winthrop. DSU simply can't chance it at WCs track
record, I wouldn't either.
Another theory for low concert attendance is that Byrnes
auditorium is not "condusive" to rock shows. Some restrictions
must be placed in the auditorium that would not be required at
other places.
Webb added that until about 1976, there were many more
girls at Winthrop than boys. "You just don't go to a concert by
yourself," Webb said.
Students aren't willing to compromise, W. bb said. They want
Kg name acts, like Jimmy Buffett and Elton John, that are just
too expensive for Winthrop.
Many students also like one type of music only, he said.
So it's hard to find an act that pleases everyone.
But there are possible brighter times ahead for concerts at
Winthrop.
Webb said that when the fieldhouse is completed, private
promoters may book some bigger-name concerts at Winthrop.
It will still take a lot of student support and flexibility. I hope
thej will grow at Winthrop.
Tim Hartis

Lost in the blizzard
By RICK TOBIN
TJ contributing editor
Peter Preppie stood in front
of the mirror, admiring the way
he looked.
"Perfect," he thought as he
checked himself out from top to
bottom. Everything matched
perfectly . . . his blazer, khaki
pants, button down shirt, and
even his custom made Dr.
Grabow Dine. He was sure he'd
knock 'em dead tonight at the
Frat Mixer. He turned to go to
the bathroom to finish the job
with a handful of British
Sterling. As he opened the
bottle to splash some on, there
was a knock at the door.
"That can't be the boys already," he thought to himself as
he went to answev it. "It's only
six-thirty."
"Hey, Pete: ol buddy, what's
happenin'?"
Immediately, Peter recognized Mike, his best buddy from
high school.
"Mike! It's great to see you.
What brings you to this neck of
the woods?"
"Well, I've been working in
Charlotte for about two months
now, and I decided to coine
down for a visit. You know you
told me I could."
"Yeah, sure. But I can only
stick around for about a half an
hour tonight. My fraternity's
having a blowout and I gotta
go."
"I understand. I've got a girl
down here I wanted to see anyway."
"Haven't changed a bit since
high school, have you?"
"Naa, I guess not. But since
you mentioned the word "high",
I've got some real good coke to
tum you on to."
Immediately, Peter's attitude
cooled towards his friend.
"Hey, now. Wait a minute.
The heaviest thing I do is sixteen-ounce Millers."
"You mean to tell me that
you're in a big fraternity, and
no one parties?"

"Sure, a lot of them do, but
I'm just one of the ones who
don't. I've just never gotten
into it."
"Well, buddy, now juure
gonna get your chance. I've
got a whole gram ."
"Well, I dont know. I've
heard that one snort will get
you hooked."
"Aw, hell, Peter. They proved
that cocaine wasn't addictive
years ago. Besides, it'll do wonders for your personality. Make
you feel like you're the best one
at that party."
"Well, OJC., but just a little
bit."
Mike smiled and winked
knowingly as he divided the
gram into four equal lines on
the mirror with his razor blade.
"Hey. roll up a dollar bill,
and snort a little of that up
your nose. I've gotta hit the
can," he said as he closed the
door behind him. A few minutes
later, Mike returned to the
room, ready for his tum. "How
did you like it, Peter? It's not
what you thought it was gonna
be, now was it?"
"Naw, it's pretty good, really.
As a matter of fact, there was almost too much to snort on that
mirror."
Mike looked down onto the
mirror, and his mouth dropped.
There wasn't a bit of coke left.
"You didn't snort that whole
gram of cocaine, did you!! That
was the best stuff I've had in a
year!"
"Well, Mike, you never told
me how much to do. Well, I've
got to get on to the mixer now.
Thanks for the high. You know,
this stuff is pretty good. Ill have
to keep that in mind. Bye,
Mike."
Peter felt like he was walking
on air going out to the Frathouse. As a matter of fact, he
had decided to leave his car behind, he felt so damn good. As
he neared the door, he could
hear the music blaring. He
stepped inside and immediately
saw a group of his friends talk-

ing.
"Hey people, how's it
going?"
"Hey, Peter. You sure, seem
to be in a good mood tonight."
"Better than youH ever
know. Hey, Sijde, how about a
dance?"
"But, Peter, there's no one on
the dance floor now."
"That's O.K., well just show
'em how it's done," he said,
leading her to the clear space on
the floor.
Suddenly a murmur started in
the room and everyone gathered
around. Peter was shagging like
he had never done before. He
was in perfect form, newr missing a step. Everyone applauded
loudly as the song ended and the
D.J. took a ten-minute break.
Peter walked over to his group
of friends, which had grown considerably while he was busy.
"Hey, Peter, I never know
you could dance like that,"
said one of his friends as he
walked up to the crowd.
"Well, I guess i'm just feeling
light on my feet tonight."
By now Suzie was at Ms side,
wanting to get ir. on the conversation.
"Hey, did yall hear about
that awful man in Columbia who
got caught with five pounds of
pot in his car? I think that even
smoking that stuff is terrible."
Peter broke in. "I don't know
about that. I did a little coke tonight and . . .
The result of this comment
would have done an E.F. Hutton
commercial justice. Everyone
around him had grown silent
and was staring at him. Then
they slowly shook their heads,
turned, and walked away,
leaving Peter standing alone.
There is a moral to this
story that should be brought
out so that no one else will ever
make a mistake like Peter did.
To protect your rep, always
act the prep.

Cadets a t W i n t h .
By RON CHEPESIUK
and LOUISE PETTUS
Special to TJ
In 1942. soon after the
United States declared war on
Japan, the American war
machine began moving into high
gear. All segments of American
society were to play their part
in the war effort.
Winthrop College was asked
by the federal government to
house, feed and teach 300 young
men involved in the Civilian
Pilot Training Program.
Although Winthrop was a
women's college, college officials felt they could handle the
cadets in such a way that would
not seriously interfere with the
regular work and life on the
campus.
No social problems were expected between the male cadets
and women students. The cadets
would be under strict army discipline. Also, an appeal was
mad
% 1 S M K e c o l l e 8 e adminis-

tration to the patriotism of the
Winthrop girls, urging them to
be an inspiration to the young
men.
A contract was signed with
the U.S. War Department. The
training program was to run
from March 1, 1943, to June
30,1944, with Winthrop getting
$180,000 a year for cadet maintenance and instruction.
The coming of the cadets
was a greatly anticipated event
on campus and in Rock Hill.
An editorial in The Johnsonian,
the college newspaper, expressed
the opinion that "girls' spirits
would be boosted" and 'It was
exactly
what
the college
needed."
Many expected that there
would be a sudden change in
the appearance of the Winthrop
students. The beauty parlors in
Rock Hill were expected to
have an increase in business
and the sale of cosmetics was
expected to rise.
Continued on page 5)j
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Letters to the editor
being? Negroes who helped
build America are nearly silent
in America's history books and
Dear .editor:
white teacliers''yc)ices.
Winthrop College, we arcI strongly feel that Black
Week at Winthrop College thankful to have one Black Week
out
of 52 weeks in a year. Still,
should be terminated. Whyshould Negro students here get it's unbalanced: give blacks 26
a week in their historical recog- Black Weeks out of a year and
nition? What is Black Week we'll be satisfied.
thanking blacks for? Being
Sincerely,
slaves?
Mr. Kevin B. Mason
Yes, Negroes have contributed enormously to better
American society, but why out
Underserved
of 52 weeks in a year do they
get a mere week of appreciation
for their commitments to Amcancellation
erica's developments? What are
the other 51 weeks referred as
Dear editor:

More Black Weeks

College life
for cadets
(Continued from page 4)

The events of March 30,
1981 are some that will not
be forgotten quickly or easily.
The shooting of an American
President is always important
On Sunday, March 7, 1943, and never to be taken lightly,
at 10 p.m. the train carrying and while I too am deeply conthe
cadets arrived. They cerned over the attempt on the
marched in rank through town President's life, I feel as though
from the station to the college.
the
cancellation of "The
Bancroft Dormitory, later Assassins" tournament, withknown as Fort Bancroft, be- out my approval or consent as
came the home of the cadets.
Tournament and Games ChairThey were to stay five
man, was an impulsive and
months and receive instruction completely undeserved move.
in history, English, physics and
The attempt 'on the Presimath. War officials hoped that dent's life was real, as was the
by the end of their stay the assassination
of
President
cadets would be prepared physi- Kennedy,
Senator
Robert
cally and mentally for further
instruction in pre-flight and
flight schools in other places.
Classes began two days after
the cadets' arrival. Their day began bright and early with reveille
ai 6 a.m. and breakfast in the
college dining room at 7 ajn.
GIVE TO THE
College life for the cadets
AMERICAN
was play as well as work. They
CANCER SOCIETY.
devised many imaginative activities to keep their leisure hours
interesting.

Kennedy, Martiji Luther King,
Medgar Evers, Malcolm X, the
shooting of George Wallace, and
recently, John Lennon. Even
though these events are real
and they represent true tragedies, "The Assassins" was a
game. It came under the heading
"Tournaments and Games," and
along with that heading went
along rules that were, very stringent and unflexible. Since I designated myself in those rules as
to be the judge of the tournament. with the prior approval
of Mr. Webb, 1 feel that my
position as Chairman of the
Tournament and Games Committee was undermined with the
dissolution of the game without my consent.
If students are unable to
distinguish between actuality
and a "game" on Winthrop's
campus, then they must be
dumber than I realize. Although
many people .may argue thpt
"The Assassins" promoted violence. I contend that it did
not. The rules allowed only
for rubber-tipped darts, and
only other weapons that had my
prior personal approval. The
safety of all contestants was very
important to me.
Business as usual is again
starting to go on in Washington. While rash calls are being
made for hand gun control,
heady. people say let's wait
and think things out. So should
it here.
But it didn't. My authority
in the game was undermined
as Tournaments and Games
Chairman. Therefore, effective
upon receipt of this letter, 1
hereby resign my position as
Chairman of DSU's Tournament and Games Committee.
Sincerely,
Geoffrey Wilcox
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wants t o know

How do you feel about the
fact that the President was
shot?
By RUTH SCHOOLER
TJ photographer

"I was shocked. I'm glad he
was all right."
Sheila Taylor
freshman

It was bound to happen
Jennifer Heath
freshman

"Not surprised. 1 heard that
every twenty years they arr
either assassinated or put out
of office."
Gary Brett
freshman

GIMME
EVERYTHING

You GOT, OR

I ' L L TURN
THE VOLUME

AU- THE WAY IT

"It upset me that someone
would try to do that."
Kim Ledbetter
freshman

"I was sad to hear that he was
shot, but it proves that the zero
fector is true."
Mark Lowdermilk
junior

c 9S«l no fpunftflfk
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Reagan shelves own tuition aid plan for now
By HELEN CORDES
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)President
Ronald
Reagan's
pledge to help students pay for
their college educations through
a controversial tuition tax
credits plan has been put on
hold.
Tuition tax credits were
missing from the president's first
tax package presented to Congress the second week of March.
And although Secretary of Treasury Donald Regan promised
tax credits will be in the administration's next tax package, to
be submitted in either late
1981 or early 1982, some congressional supporters are worried
the president may not fulfill
his pledge then.
Sen. Robert Packwood (ROR). a long-time advocate of
tuition tax credits, says the
White House probably will withhold support of tax credits
until it negotiates with Congress about the size of the
credits, and. when they might
become effective.
Yet there is considerable
support now for the idea in
Congress, which conceivably
could pass a tuition tax credits
law proposed on its own.
Congress was about to
approve a tax credits law in
1978 over the disapproval o_f
then-Presi don t Jimmy Carter.
Carter believed that tuition tax
credits were so inefficient and
expensive that he could double
the size of other student aid
programs, which award money
directly to students, and still
save the treasury money.
Congress eventually chose
Carter's program, called the
Middle Income Student Assistance Act. over the tuition tax
credit plan, which Carter threatened to veto.
Since then, however. President Reagan's proposal unraveling of the Carter aid plan has
given congressional support for
tax credits a new life.
Congress is now considering
no fewer than 16 tuition tax
credit bills, most of which
apply to college as well as elementary and secondary schools.
Basically, the bills give taxpaying students or their parents the chance to deduct anywhere from $200 to $1000 of
the amount they pay in tuition
each year from their tax payments.
Two of the bills allow for
cash refunds if a family's total
tax bill is less than the amount
of the tax credit.
On the elementary and secondary levels, only parents ol
children in private schools could
claim credits. Consequently, the
measure is often criticised as a
way of funding white flignt
into "segregationist academies"
that spare kids from busing.

Int. Club talk
The Winthrop International
Club hosted a talk by Dr.
Mahmud A. Faksh of Duke
University Sunday in Din kins
Room 222. The topic of Faksh's
presentation was "The Rise And
Spread ot L>iam: An Historical.
Analysis."
j:

College students - their
spouses or parents ~ at both
private and public colleges
would benefit.
But the eligibility of public
colleges students for the credits
worries many private school
administrators.
Tax credits, they claim,
would make public colleges
much cheaper while barely
affecting private colleges.
For example, the tax credits
bill introduced last month by
senators Packwood and Daniel
Moynihan (D-NY) allows students to subtract 50 percent of
their tuition payment from their
taxes, up to a maximum of
$250 now,and $500 in 1983.
But taking $500 off the
1980-81 median in-state public
college tuition of $830 is a lot
more significant than taking
$500 off the $3000 average
tuition at private colleges.
"Independent college students pay almost five times as
much as public college students," grouses Christine Milliken of the National Association
of Independent Colleges and
Universities. Tax credits, she
adds, "will just expand the
tuition gap between oublic and
independent colleges.
She fears the tuition difference will drain students from
private schools, which are already suffering declining enrollments, to cheaper public
schools.
Indeed, the Congressional
Budget Office estimates that, of
the $6 billion that would stay
in taxpayers' pockets if tuition
tax credits were approved, about
60 percent would benefit public
college students.
On the other hand, Stanford
University President Donald
Kennedy predicts that all
colleges might 'Immediately up
tuition by (the same amount as
the tax credit) upon enactment
of the legislation/'
Supporters assert that public
colleges need the credits be-

cause higher education is often
seen as a 'luxury expenditure"
by families, who are more apt
to defer it when prices. and
taxes rise, as Seattle University
President William J. Sullivan
told a panel holding hearings
on tuition tax credits in 1978.
But credits, argues Steve Leifman of the Coalition of Independent and Private University
Students (COPUS), threaten "to
undermine the whole intent of
financial aid programs," if only
because they are often perceived as substitutes for the
direct-payment programs the
Reagan administration wants to
cut.
Jerry Roschwalb of the
American Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges, argues that the $6
billion tuition tax credits would
drain from the treasury will
affect other student End programs "if not by causing actual
reductions, then at least by
preventing increases."
"That's a fear among Catholic
colleges as well," adds Patrick
Murphy of the Campaign for
Educational Assistance, a group
formed to champion tuition tax
credits. "But we're insisting that
schools get every bit of financial
aid AND tuition tax credits.
There can be no trading off."
Other supporters of tax
credits, like Bishop Thomas
Kelly of the Council of American Private Education, "would
hope that enactment of tuition
tax credits laws would not
result in reductions of the
overall level of federal assistance to low-income families."
While critics call the plans
elitist because those who wouod
benefit most would be in the
highest tax brackets, supporters
say they can solve the problem
by installing "refund clauses"
in the bills. The clauses would
a" 0 * l " e government to return
cash
the
taxpayer whose
tuitioi
> ta . x credit exceeds the
10121 t a x bl
"-

"We strongly support the
(refund) provision, but it's still
not a rich man's bill even withoui ; t " swears Frank Monahan of' the U.S. Catholic Conference.
Though tuition tax credits
"would cost the government an
estimated $6 billion in lost tax
revenues -- compared to the
cuts of $9.2 billion in direct
student aid programs proposed
by the Reagan administration educators hope a delayed
ponse will balance the federal

books
The "impact on Ine budget
will not be fell until 1983,
by which time, we hope, the
Reagan economic program will
have given us a balanced budget," explains Larty Katz of
Agudath Israel of America,
which supports credits.
Supporters
think
their
political chances of getting
tuition tax credits may even
^
by the proposed
resc u ts.
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College evaluates
new computers
"The college is in the process 6f evaluating several alterndtWe^ tb" the existing computer
systeAi and a, decision will be
mad^1' within ^a month," said
Dr. Harold P. Tuttle, Jr., vice
provost.
Tuttle said one choice being
given
serious
consideration
would provide Winthrop with an
interactive system (instead of
the existing Batch oriented
system).
The Batch System operates
by feeding information Into it
on cuds and receiving an output at a later date. Winthrop
is currently tied into USC's
main computer so all information must be transmitted there
before receiving any output.

dressing you'll love...
in refreshing voile
;K'J!:G6OI and lightweight with a touch of
, ~; the romantic. Two-piece d r e s s e s in
' polyester and cotton voile. Sizes 5-13.
; a" Round collar lace trim top with short
sleeves: Full dirndl skirt. Peach or lilac
print
S28
b. Jabot ruffle top with short puff
s l e e v e s . Single bottom ruffle skirt.
"Beige/pink or beige/lilac
$26
See also: Notch collar button front top
with short puff sleeves. Full 3-tier skirt.
Turquoise or peach
$26

The interactive system allows
information to be fed directly
into the computer and there
would be immediate access to
that information. According to
Tuttle, such a system is more
sophisticated and would cost
less than the existing system.
Tuttle was to have attended
a demonstration of such a
computer system last week.
"We're very close to having a
decision made."
But the decision cannot be
made immediately. Tuttle said it
is subject to approval by the
Computer System Management
Division of the State Budget
and Control Board. Winthrop
should have some feedback
from them within a month.

Book and Key
initiation held
Seven seniors in the College
of Arts and Sciences were received into Book and Key last
ni?ht in an initiation ceremony
at President Vail's home. Book
and Key requirements are in
accordance with national Phi
Beta Kappa standards. Names of
Book and Key members are
listed each year on the bookplate of the curren'. volume of
Master's Abstracts which is
presented to Dacus library.

Dame Joan
to appear Tuesday
Dame Joan Sutherland will
appear at 8 p.m. Tuesday in
Byrnes Auditorium on the
Winthrop campus. She will share
the program with the Charlotte
Symphony
Orchestra
and
Director Leo Driehuys. Her husband, Richard Bonynge, will be
a guest conductor.
The performance at Winthrop marks the 20th anniversary of the soprano's first concert in the United States.

TtcketeiufftsSftaiUi^iiiwi ISUfSISUSftsmtf

$12.50.

Shop Monday thru Saturday 10 am til 9 pm
Rock.HiU Mall on Cherry .Rd. Rock Hill, S.C.
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Doc Watson coming to Winthrop
By FRAN STARNES
TJ feature editor
'The
fastest two-handed
guitar player anywhere," "a top
notch entertainer and educator"
and "the finest example of
country style flatpicking" in his
field. That is what reviewers
have called Doc Watson.
Watson, Grammy award
winner, will perform Saturday,
at 8 p.m. in Byrnes Auditorium.
The concert is sponsored by
Din kins Student Union, Rock
Hill National Bank, and the
Fvening Herald.
Watson will be accompanied
by his son Merle, an accomplished guitarist in his own
right.

Guitarist Gamble Rogers will
open the Doc Watson concert,
singing and telling lyrical stories.
Blind since birth, Watson, 57,
grew up in Deep Gap, North
Carolina, listening to such greats
as the Delmore Brothers and
Jimmie Rodgers.
Watson first learned to play
the harmonica, moved to the
banjo and then graduated to the
guitar. He began playing professionally at the age of 29 with
local and small country groups.
But it was not until the '60's,
when Ralph Rinzler, a folklorist,
discovered and encouraged him,
that Watson gained acclaim.
His son Merle started performing with him in 1964, and
in 1972 they recorded an al-

bum with several top country
musicians and singers, becoming
more popular than ever.
During sold out concerts,
Watson has performed such
country classics as "Way Down
Town," Woody Guthrie's "Going Down the Road Felling
Bad," and Harik Williams' "Jambalaya." Crowds have applauded
his solo on "Mama Don't Allow
No Music."
Watson has an extensive
repertoire that grows and grows.
On stage, he is a musician, historian, and educator, bringing to
his audience sometimes forgotten, traditional American
music.
He often begins each song
with his own personal intro-

ductions. Later he sings and day. The backups are Cliff
plays in a style that provides Miller on guitar and Michael
his listeners the feel of cour. Cc'.cman on bass.
try, bluegrass, gospel blues and
Tickets are available St Dinmountain music.
kins Student Center Information
Watson, a flatpicker (uses a Desk: $3 WCID advance sale,
flat pick held between finger §4 general admission advance,
and thumb) will play a cross- and $4.50 reserved seating adsection of his works in their vance. All tickets at the door
60- to 70-minute conccr* Satur- are $5.

THE BARN, TOO
NO COVER CHARGE
Draft 35<fc
Goosenecks 50<fc
Wednesday, April 8

FREE KEGS

at 9:00 & 10:00
It's Baseball Season!!
Aid after every home gome,
THE BARN, TOO will give
away a keg for 15t a cup.
Starts at 8 p.m.

FREE JUKEBOX

7 pm to 9 pm

Cherry Road near Winthrop Guitarist Doc Watson is one of the fastest flat pickers in his
"field. Watson will perform Saturday at 8 p.m. in Byrnes
Auditorium.
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Special
3
Months

Fine Jewelrv Since 196
1120 Cherry Rd
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Hardees
366-7161
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available in 2 or
or 3 initials
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for men or
l/par it on your
ladies. Wear
collar, cuff, or lapel

Complete Business Service

$54.95
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General Conditioning
Firming & Toning
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Maintenance Program
And Reduction Program.
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PAPERS
LETTERS
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DICTATING SERVICE
BULK MAILING
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514 Oakland

324-4070
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Alumni gather for special weekend
By AMANDA FOSTER
TJ feature reporter
This weekend more than 600
very special people will gather
on the Winthrop. campus. These
people are some of Winthrop's
alumni who will gather to reunite on Friday and Saturday.
Not only iviii there be a lot
of excitement just from, the
gathering of old friends, but
this weekend will mark the
special celebration of the 25th
anniversary of the Aeolian
Skinner organ.
The organ, located in
Byrnes Auditorium, was purchased in part with money
raised by alumni. Winthrop
alumni who were members of
the committee that helped raise
funds for the organ 25 years
ago were Minnie Moore Johnscone of Greenville, Helen
Robinson of Lancaster, Ester
Robinson Smith of Clinton,
Marguerite Tolbert of Columbia, Marie Bumham Taylor of
Charleston, and Ruth Williams
of Rock Hill.
Named
in
honor
of Winthrop's first president,
D.B. Johnson, the organ will
be featured in a free recital
at 3:30 pjn. Saturday in
Byrnes. The public is invited.
Appearing in the recital will
be David Lowrv, Winthrop
organist, and Shirley Herlong
Flshbume and David B. Richardson, alumni who are pursuing
music careers. Fishbum is a doctoral candidate at UNC-Greensboro and Richardson is working
on his doctorate at Indiana
University in Bloomington, Indiana.
Among the activities of alumni weekend will be the presentation of the college award, the
Mary Mildred Sullivan Award,
to an alumnus.

Present at this reunion will specially recognized.
be representatives from almost
all classes, according to Jean - The oldest alumni scheduled
Appleby Jackson, director of to be present at the reunion
Alumni Affairs, but specifi- will be Mary Sompayrac
cally the classes ending with Gandy who graduated in the
the numbers "1" or "6".
class of 1911.
All students are invited to
Special reunions will be held
for the graduates of 1931, who help out to make this a special
alumni
weekend. Helpers are
will .celebrate their 50th anniversary, and the graduates of needed or. Friday afternoon and
1956, who will gather for their all day Saturday. If you're
25th anniversary. The graduates interested, contact the Alumni
of the class of 1980 will also be Office at 323-2145.

Program presented
at Wesley Foundation
"St. Matthew Passion" will be the program at the Wesley
Foundation, Tuesday, Apr. 7,6 p.m.
The Winthrop Cooperative Campus Ministries will present
the program in preparation for the annual Passover Seder Meal.
The program includes a film about the Nazi -perse- <tion of
the Jews and discussion of its contemporary relevance.

DIAMONDS COST LESS AT

^LOVE'S...

We guarantee if! Don't
buy anywhere until you see
our extensive selection. If
you're looking for a diamond
to wear for its beauty, or as on
investment — you'll find the best
buys and best quality at Love's.

14K White Or
Yellow Gold

1/5 CT.
Compere
situ

W B

mm
Fine Jewelry Since 1967

P O Bo* 3 0 8 6 1120 Cherry Road
Rock Hill S C 2 9 7 3 0

introducing Saddlebred
spirited sport looks

Beta Gamma
Sigma's new
members
Twelve Winthrop Coiiege students have become members of
Beta Gamma Sigma, a national
business honor society.
The students, who are all
business majors, have been
recognized for their high scholastic achievements. To be eligible
for membership, a student must
rank in the top 5 percent of his
or her junior class, the top 10
pa cent of the senior class, or
the top 20 percent of those
students receiving master's degrees.
The students inducted into
Beta Gamma Sigma are Patricia
Mae Adams of York; Benny
Lee Biddix of Bessemer City,
N.C.; Ann Freeman Campbell,
Donna Shue and Kaye D. Carter.- all of Rock Hill; Robert
Martin DulUn Jr. of Clover;
Carlos Manuel Gonzalez of
Hialeah, Fla.; Deborah Ann
Knight of Laurens: Martin Jay
McDonald and Jennysue D.
Mott, both of Fort Mill; Wayne
Thomas Moody of Chester and
Michael
H. McSwain
of
Matthews . ^ . ( L , .

Traditional yet versatile fashions designed to
our quality specifications. Begin your Saddlebred collection with a Madras cotton short
sleeve shirt. Assorted plaids
S16
Then, add classic polyester/cotton twiH pants
with waistband, tab and slash pockets. Navy,
white, khaki, S22. Each in sizes 8 through 16.

The original

Shop Monday thru
Saturday
Rock Hill Mall on
Cherry Rd.

iite beer.
Beaty Wholesale, Inc.
nil'

•

'

"111"

Say Charge it with Belk Charge, Master Charge, Vis* or
American Express
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ZPB launches "Save the Children" campaign
By RUBY McILWAIN
TJ feature reporter
From the appearance of the
campus fife*, someone would
have thought the students had
launched a massive campaign in
honor of St. Patrick's Day.
Everyone was wearing green.
Instead of spending their afternoons enjoying the nice weather
that has graced Rock Hill these
past weeks, the thirteen young 1
ladies of the Theta Theta Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
were working diligently to raise
money for the Atlanta Task
Force during their "Save the
Children" campaign. They were
also pinning green ribbon in the

shape c( the upside down V on one wears the green ribbon as
every person that they en- a sign of concern in the upside
down V and then turns it back
countered.
According to Mary Craig, when the killer or killers of'
the
children are caught.
President of the sorority, the
"SAVE the CHILDREN" campaign was introduced by a
"A lady in Philadelphia startfellow member as a monthly
community project.
ed the idea of wearing the
"I asked for ideas during ribbon," said Craig. "I think
our monthly meeting in March she's the one that started the
and Antoinette (Zip) Kearse use of the yellow ribbon for
came up with the idea of the the hostages. She uses green
Atlanta children . . . twenty ribbon as a sign of life. We use
dead and two missing . . . and it as a sign of hope."
the police force in need of
funds. So we went straight to
it," said Craig.
Craig is very pleased with the
Craig said that the campaign response of the campus and the
was introduced wherein every- Rock Hill communities. "The

Court agrees to hear landmark
'

(CPS)—The fate of all federal college programs for helping handicapped students will be
in the balance when the U.S.
Supreme Court decides the case
of deaf student Walter Camenisch, who wants the University of Texas to pay $1,245 a
year for his sign language interpreter.
The court two Weeks ago
gave the U.S. Department of
Justice permission to defend
Camenisch.
Texas claims that schools
are not required to spend money
to accommodate, handicapped

disabled-student case

students. That view, if validated
in court, would change the
standard interpretation of the
1973 Rehabilitation Act, the
high court said.
Under Section 504 of that
act, federally-funded schools
can't
discriminate
against
"otherwise qualified" handicapped persons. The 5th U.S.
Court of Appeals' decided last
fall that Camenisch is entitled
to a free interpreter under
Section 504, but Texas disagrees.
"An institution is not required to take any affirmative

compliance steps by accepting
federal funds," reads the
school's petition for high court
review.
Should the Supreme Court
accept that view, warns the
Justice Department, "it would
signal the end of all compulsory measures to aid the
handicapped," including building ramps and modifying bathrooms for wheelchairs.
Additionally, Justice reminded Texas that it is free to forgo
federal funds if it feels that
accompanying regulations are
too burdensome.

response was very good. The
first day we put the jar out to
collect funds it was filled . . .
And even though we went
home over break, people kept
their ribbon. It shows that they
are concerned, that they really
care."
The campaign launched by
the Theta Theta Chapter raised
approximately $275 to be sent
to Atlanta's task force.
"The money came from students here on campus and our
sorority members went home
and collected money. We are
very pleased with everyone
concerned," said Craig.
"I think it's a shame the
kids aren't free to go out on
their own without having to
look over their backs the whole
time. They can't trust anyone.
I hope the killer or killers are
caught."
The theme of the Theta
Theta Chapter is based on
community service projects. The
chapter's thirteen members are
Alfreda Alston., Vanessa Anderson, Mary Baxter, Susan
Cherry.. Mary Craig-president,
Claire Ferguson, Antoinette
(Zip) Kearse, Rachel Lloyd,
Peggy Lawton-secretary, Debra
McMillian-publicity, Janice Perkins-treasurer, Annette Singleton
and Terra Thomas-vice president.
"We nave tried to uphold
our national theme, Zeta Phi
Beta-Pioneers in Community

Outreach Services," said Craig.;
"Wo have tried to base all of
our service . projects around

tws."

Other projects by, thg,.borority included" a self -defense
seminar and a financial aid
seminar. "We honored outstanding ZPB's at a Silver Tea Awards
Program," said Craig.
With funds from President
Reagan and concerned people
like the Theta Theta Chapter
of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, the
Atlanta Task Force can spend
more time apprehending the
people involved in the deaths
of the twenty black children
and recover the two missing
children. Hopefully alive.

DOUGLAS
STUDIO
passporfs
resumes
oil & natural
color portraits
goldtoae
black & white
Call for appointment
327-2123
314 Oakland Ave.
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Students enjoying a recent tennis match. (TJ photo by Ruth Schooler)
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By WENDY BABER
TJ correspondent
Twenty-two Wihthrop students of high academic standing
have been chosen by Academic
Records to serve as Student
Marsha] Is for 1981, said Terri
Portoghese
of
Academic
Records.
Requirements for Student

student marshals chosen

Marshalls are junior status,
ability to serve at the May and
December commencements, top
grade-ratio of the junior class,
and fifteen hours credit earned
atWinthrop.
Although thirty students
were eligible to serve as marshals, only twenty-two have
accepted the position as of yet,
said Portoghese.

Winthrop selected for National
Leadership Honor Society
Winthrop College has been
approved to have a chapter of
Omicron Delta Kappa (ODK) on
campus. Omicron Delta Kappa is
a national leadership honor
society. Tift purpose of the
Omicron Delta Kappa Society
is threefold:
First to recognize men and
women who have attained a high
standard of efficiency in collegiate activities and to inspire
others to strive for conspicuous
attainments along similar lines.
Second, to bring together
the most representative men and
women in all phases of collegiate
life
(scholarship, athletics,
student government, social and
religious affairs, publications,
speech,, music, drama, and the
other arts) and thus create an
organization which will help to
mold the sentiment of the, institution on questions of local
and intercollegiate interest.
Third, to bring together members of the faculty and student
body of the institution on a
basis of mutual interest and
understanding.
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The initiation of 42 members will take place on April
12 at President Vail's home at
9:15 p.m. by the national vice
president of the organization.
Also, a reception will be held
for the parents and guests of
the members 2-4 p.m. at President Vail's home.
Winthrop has four members
of ODK in its administration:
Dr. Vail. Dr. Thomas, Dr.
Kennedy and Dr. Gamble.

Names of riigibV* students
Faculty marshals are appointwere chosen by the computer ed by the president of the colin Academic Records. Aca- legs aid serve as iuug to the
demics was the only main president wishes. The faculty
priority tor acceptance zs a marshals advise and oversee stumarshal and no further rewards dent marshals, said Dr. John
was needed to determine selec- Freeman, a present faculty
tion, said Portoghese.
marshal. Faculty marshals are
James Colbert. Dorothy Medfin, Hariev Scott and JOIJJ
Prunm.n '
rreeman.

According to Portoghese,
there is no public recognition
of marshals neither does the
honor go on the students* reeords.

Those students serving m
1981 * *
the following:
Patricia Adams Barry H o t t e r ^
Linda Bowen
Deborm Knight
Cheryl Carnf
Cynthia Slcfenak
Jo Collier
Martha Kcffatas
The student marshals are paid Keith Collins
Wayne Moody
twelve
dollars
for each Joye Davis
Jan M i f f g n
commencement or other func- Carol Elliott fiHry K. J'teBpp
tion at which they serve. The Lea Gantl
Deirdre ftnodwi
chief marshal and assistant chief Karen Giles
Jane Randal
marshal each receive sixteen Carlos Gonzalez Gayle Winp»
dollars.
Deon Harris
£11 Kesler

Alpha Epsilon Rho is the
national professional honor
society for broadcasting and
film.
The requirement for joining
is having a 3.0 GPR in Communications courses.
Membership fees are $5.00
for pledge members. For more
information contact Roy Flynn
or Vickie A m in the Communications Department.

James Parrish's
Flowerland
ACROSS FROM RICHARDSON HALL
Remember that special someone
with flowers
221 Cherry Rd..
Phone: 328-6205

RECORDS I TAPES / ACCESSOS.'ES

10-9 M-Sat.
ROCK HILL MALL

BRING THIS COUPON AND
WINTHROP COLLEGE I.D.
And G*t
$l OFF
ANY $6.99 & UP ALBUM or TAPE

introducing Saddlebred
spirited fashions for men
A special breed of quaSty sportswear with
our horseman emblem. Here's versatile
good looks and timeless quality underscored by fine wiiorkmanstep. precision fit.
knit shirt: 65% polyester. 35% cotton
mesh. White, navy, red. green, yellow, blue.
pink, cream, s-Xl
$16

100% cotton open mesh;- white trimmed
with navy, red or green. S-XL
$16
slack: 65% polyester, 35% combed cotton
canvas stretch. Tan. navy, white, blue.
g r e e n . 29-42"; M-L inseam . . . .
short: 75% Dacron" polyester. *5% cotton,
Red, white, navy. 29-42"
$16

(ALL TAPCS GUARANTIED 1 YEAH)
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
NAME
ADDRESS

Shop Monday thru Saturday
10 am til 6 pm (Friday nights til 7 pm)
TownCenter Mall on Main St.
Rock Hill
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Softball team's loss helps
Get fit for
the summer
With spring here and the weather so pretty outside, we (students at Winthrop) don't have any excuse not to be physically
fit. We don't have to let only "the athletes'' be fit. We have just
as much opportunity.
Do you realize what is available right under your nose? If you
would just take advantage of what the college has to offer, we'd
have a lot more healthy people around here. (When I say you, I
really mean we. I'm not any better than the rest.)
I investigated the matter a little bit. Well, as everybody knows,
we have plenty of tennis courts, plenty of ground to run, walk or
jog on, and several open fields. So you can start up whatever
sport you want.
What a lot of students have taken advantage of is intramurals.
It has really grown over the past few years. It is an excellent and
fun way to get the exercise you need. It also is a fun way to meet
new people.
Winthrop also has a weight room that is available to all students, faculty and staff. It can save you a lot of money. Have you
checked the price of afitnesscenter lately?
And for all those students soaking in the rays these days,
how about a swim? There is a slight problem with that. Since
classes are taught there in the mornings, the hours are not real
convenient. But the pool is open from 4:30 to 6 pjn. and from
7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday. It is open
from 3 p.m. to 5 pjn. on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
We also have an equipment room, but it is running low on
equipment because they can't get a budget increase.
Workers at the equipment room will check out basketballs,
footballs, (one) soccer ball, a few old bikes, weight pins for the
weight room, and bats. They also have a few softball gloves and
some golf clubs and golf baiis. The equipment room is open from
3 p.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Also, the P.E. courses at school are not just for P.E. majors.
You can take one of the courses and get two hours of exercise
a week. A college student needs one hour a day of vigorous
exercise, so you'd still have to deal with the "other five days.
But it is a start. And if you're very feminine and don't want to
play a contact sport, dance is good exercise. Winthrop has plenty
of dance classes.
You could take two hours of dance and practice at
O'Sullivan's to finish up your requirements. Of course this may
be detremental to your GPR ifyou try this every night.
Well, now that I'm sure I have you all hiped up and aware of
what is on campus for your use, I'm sure youH take advantage
of. it. Maybe now there will be such a great demand for equipment, the equipment room will get an increased budget and new
equipment.

The softball team lost its
first game on March 28 to
Kalamazoo Valley, but still
holds an outstanding 14-1
record.

Jantzen picked up another
win against Coacto! Carolina,
when Winthrop came out on
top 6-1. Again, Witherspoon had
two hits to lead the team. "Our
hitting was not up to par against

"The loss will increase our
determination to maintain a
high level of performance,"
Mozingo said.
The team was successful in
the first of the two games
against Kalamazoo, defeating
them 9-1. Darrlyn Alexander,
freshman from New Jersey,
improved her pitching record to
9-0 for the year. She pitched a
three hitter, and Melody Witherspoon, freshman, had three hits.
In the second game, Winthrop lost 7-3, and Julie Jantzen pickcd up her first loss.
Witherspoon hit a homerun to
help the Eagles out. Kalamazoo
only had one earned nin.
"We made some costly errors
as evident by Kaiamazoo onlyobtaining one earned run, '
Mozingo said.
The team defeated Newberry
College on March 23, 180.
Alexander pitched a two hitter.
'Robin Camlin had her best
day of the year,'' Mozingo
said. Camlin had three hits.
The Eagles continued their
winning ways against Voorhees,
downing them 21-4, and Jantzen
pitched. She only allowed three
hits. Freshman Nancy Archer
hit a home run in this game.

News Briefs
Workshop for Business Ed teachers
A free workshop for South Carolina business education
teachers will be offered at Winthrop College Saturday, April 11.
The workshop, sponsored by Winthrop's School of Consumer
Science and Allied Professions, will be from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
in Kinard Auditorium.
Speakers for the workshop will be Virginia Aylward, director
of the Model Office of the Future Program at Midlands Technical College-Harbison in Columbia, and George Grill, a business
education professor at the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro. Aylward will give a presentation on the office of
the future and Grill's presentation will be on business communications.
For more information or to register, contact Joynes Center for
Continuing Education at (803) 323-2196.

Personnel manager workshop
A workshop designed to show employers how they can be
better managers of personnel while making a profit will be
offered Tuesday, April 14, at Winthrop College.
"You, Your Employees and Profit," originally scheduled for
March 31, will be held from 7 to 9:30 p.m. at Joynes Center
for Continuing Education. Cost is $15.
Featured at the workshop, which is part of a series sponsored
by Winthrop's Small Business Development Center, will be participation by owners of successful business firms who will demonstrate how effective management of employees helped increase
profits for them.
For more information or to register, contact Joynes Center.

Book discussion
to be held

Gayle Young

Eagle quiz
1. Which one of these basketball players was not in Winthrop's
starting line-up against Wingate in 1973?
a. Rick Riese
b. Doug Schmieding
c. Dave Hampton

Lewis Thomas' book. The
Medusa and the Snail." will be
discussed at a meeting of the
Winthrop College Book and Key
Club. The public is invited;
The arts and sciences honor
society regularly meets to
discuss books, and this book
discussion will be at 8 p.m.
Tuesday, April 14, in the Iva B.
Gibson Room of the Dinkins
Student Center. There is no
admission charge.

Phelps council

2. Who had Winthrop's first base-hit last year?

sponsors carnival

a. Tommy Nagel
b. Russell Gaddy
c. Brian Brangi
3. Who was Winthrop's firrt All-American pitcher?
4. Who was Winthrop's first National player of the week?
ANSWERS
Ofr 62,61

mmmaammummm v,

s^Cl
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Coastal," Mozingo said.
The team will travel to
Erskine tomorrow and to Furman Thursday. They will also be
on the road., at Newberry on
Saturday.
"

Youngsters from the Boyd
Hill Neighborhood Center in
Rock Hill will have an afternoon of fun and games April
24, compliments of a group of
Winthrop College students.
The Phelps Hall Council,
representing a campus residence
hail, is sponsoring Kids Day
and Carnival that will be held
from noon to .5 p.m. in the
College Lake area. Prizes, rei freshments and transportation....
* \rtlt~be" TJrovi tted" hy-the-studentgroup.

Intramural softball begins
Intramural Softball began Tuesday, March 24 with the
Jamboree at the Shack.
In the Jamboree, teams from opposite leagues played one
another for two innings.
Regular season games last seven innings unless one team leads
the other by more than ten runs in five innings.
There are about forty teams this year playing softball, including men's teams, ladies' teams and co-ed teams.
Each team will play bout seven games and will participate in
post-season play.
Games start at 4:00 and 5:05 everyday of the week except
Friday.

DONNIE CREAMER
Manager

Oasoire
No Lead
Super No-Lead
Regular
Diesel

HAND

WILLARD DEBRUHL
Mechanic

COLLEGE

OB Changes
Batteries
Service Cols

ffEXAcS]
624 N Cherry Road
(803) 327-2241

10-VV-40 10-W-30
' HAVOLINE OIL
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Eagles ranked 7th with 15-5 record
By JOSEPH BRENNAN
TJ sports reporter
The„Winthrop"College baseball team suffered its 5th loss of
the season Saturday, March 28
(11-10). against USC-Aiken, but
remained in the top 10 of the
NAIA poll at 7th.
Friday. March 26, the Eagles
got a super pitching performance from their ace. Buddy
Thompson, on their, way to a
10-0 shutout of Allen University.
Winthrop got on the scoreboard in the bottom of the
third when Steve Davis singled
and stole second then scored
on a long home run to left field
by Tommy Nagel. The Eagles
added two more runs in the
fifth on a single by Steve Davis
and a home run by Eddie Eargle.
The Eagles added two more
runs in the sixth one ran scoring
triple by Steve Davis. The hit
was his fourth of the game,
and a run scoring angle by
Tommy Nagel.
Winthrop
ithrop put the 10 run
nto effect in the seventh
rule into
when Tommy Helms drove in

the seventh nm with a sacrifice
fly to center, a two-run double
by Brian Brangi. and a sacrifice
fly by Steve Davis, to end the
game with two outs in the
seventh.
Buddy Thompson needed
only one run at it turned out,
because he pitched his second
shutout in a row and allowed
Allen only one hit while striking
out seven.
Winthrop suffered its i'Sfth
loss of the season, loang 11-10
in 10 innings to USC-Aiken after
staging a re memorable comeback.
The Eagles scored a run in
the top of the first to take an
early lead then fell behind
10-1 after five innings. They
scored three runs in the sixth,
on a run scoring fielders' choice
by Steve Sapienza. and then
successive wild pitches.
Three more runs crossed the
(date in the seventh on a single
from Don Skorup to drive in
the Gist nm in the seventh,
then a deep sacrifice fly to right
by Brian Bran 9 drove in the
second run, and Stew D*ris
drove in the third run on an

men coming to the plate that
could tie the score, anri after an
Winthrop eat the lead to out Tommy Nagel hit a ball in10-9 with two ram in the eight to the deepest part of the park
on soother R-Bi. angle by for a double and then Eddie
Don Skorcp md a deep sacrifice Eargle hit a singe up the middle
fly by Steve Sapienza in the top to score Nagel with the tying
of the math the Eagles had the run.

error by the second saaeman.

In the tenth, Winthrop bar.
men cm first and thirri,tKitcomf
not get them home and iosl jotn
an unearned run in ihe .botKBX,
of the tenth. Jamie Holt cameis:
relief in the fifth to shot :ant
Aiken until the unearned -am
in the tenth.

Brisi Bracgj scores a run in a recent game, itrangi is a key hitter for the Kaglfs. (TJ phofo b;
Rath Schookr)

Business Advisory Board to meet a t H
ESewn Ktmh ana South
Carolina business headers named
to Winthrop College's Business
Advisory Board will meet on
campus April 14 for a progress
update..
Jenv fedgjrti. dean of the
School of BE6KW*S Administration. will open the meeting
and discusKOtis «iP -ndudi- reviews of that school's Executivei3-Residence- Program, the impact ofreorganizingdepartments
of the school and th»> effect of
the Springs Laboratory on teaming experiences.
The at-bigr members, who
were mensbess of last year's
board, are Wafiam S^ Nochi-

personnel Duke Power Co., Frank Robarrts, president o:
Charlotte: Benedict Rosen, Rock Hill National Hani
group vice president, AVX Ceramics Corp., Myrtle Itearh, and
(Continued on page:l4i

Stop by Jim's

Mill:

W. B.
L.
T.
Mike Kessler freshman from New Jersey, prepares for a backhand in a recent match. (TJ photo by Ruth Schooler)

CARE!

BEER IS AVAILABLE IN SOUTH CAROLINA
FOR ALL CONSUMERS OF LEGAL AGE
ENJOY BEEP IN MODERATION DON'T ABUSE THE PRIVILEGE
nmBmamtmitutmmuimttmaiiumJffnmiaami

this week'
for
Winthrop
r B?c*
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Mis Pvrpie and Gold Scholarship Pagent to be held
pageant will be better coordinated than last year and will
Also Carketta Mickle, Sonnia be held in a larger facility,
Zeigier, and Sandra Hemphill Feaster said he expects a larger
all of Columbia. Feaster also audience this year.
said Oat the chapter will accept
applications for . special enterThis year's Miss Purple and
tainment spots during the
pag&nt until Friday, April 10.
Feaster said that the chapter
this year has utilized the services of a pageant director and
choreographer to handle the
Nominations for the Phi
actual execution of the pageant. Kappa Phi Excellence
in
The director is Rosetta Walker Teaching Awards are now beof Sock lull, and the choreo- ing accepted through April 9.
grapher is Gary Forrester, a These awards are given annually
Winthrop student.
to the faculty members conFeaster said that the second sidered by students to be outMiss Purple and Gold, Connie standing teachers.
Harrison, a sophomore from
The balloting for the awards
Orangeburg, received her title
open to all students even
in Johnson Auditorium last is
though they might not be memMarch 19. He said that about bers of Phi Kappa Phi. Any
125 people were present for the
desiring to make a
second pageant. Since the student
nomination can obtain a nomination form from Dinkins, the
Library or in any academic
building, or may use the form
printed below. Students are
urged to add additional comments on a separate piece of
Congress last October included a paper to strengthen their nommeasure creating a student posi- ination.
tion on state higher education
The awards will be presentcoordinating boards. The new ed on April 27 during a cereposition, which many states have mony at the Alumni House.
yet to physicall/' create, gave
Phi Kappa Phi is a national
students "a lot of psychologi- honor society which recognizes
cal advantages" in their fight to superior scholarship in all acaget cm governing boards, ex- demic disciplines.
plains Kelly Crawford of New
Mexico State Univc «aty.
(Continued on page 15)

Gold winner will receive a chapter, Feaster said.
crown, a one hundred and fifty Feaster said that the purpose
dollar scholarship, and travel of the pageant-"is to develop
free with the chapter to any the finer qlialities of womanstate or district wide fraternity hood, to inddfcfe culture, and to
sponsored events and be an promote scholastic achieveoffidtl representative of the ment."

Nominations

•!». •

!'«• ' I noBlnata-y

'

Preparation In and knowledge of
aubject Batter
EnthualaaB.for and lntereat In
aaterlal praaented
lntereat In students and raceptlveness to their Ideas'i b l l l t y to Motivate students'by
uklng class sessions 'stlaulatlng snd challenging

:
.

.

Please placa ballot In ballot boxea located in tha
Lltgrary or Binkina. You Bay alao return the nomination by oar.pua Ball to Sandra Morrlaon c/o
Dr. Roes A. Webb, Dept. of History. 20$A Kinard.

If you're down on your luck and run out of bucks,
come by 3ud Welch's and sell your gold: CLASS
RINGS, WEDDING BANDS, NECKLACES,
EARRINGS
&tu/

Sporting Goods

BEATY SHOPPING CENTER

1/2 price specials
cones ft sandwiches, regular 30$ 1 5 <

Sundaes
toppings included
isiihfsiw mmt

' ' —
Vy. 2
1

Ability to present aaterlal
olearly snd logloslly
Ovsrall success ss a teacher

Advisors meet

strawberry

for the

Pslraesa I n grading

(Continued from page 13)
New members of the board
are Rep. Danny M. Bruce, of
Campofaello who is a member
of the House Education Committee; Charles Koewer, vice
president of finance, Sonoco
Products Company, Hartsvilie,

:

ratine. .

revtve

and Ray A. KilHan, rice president of Belk Store Services,
Inc., Charlotte.
The Business Advisory Board
meets once a year to review
existing and proposed programs
of the School of Business
Administration.

. :

"Excellence In Teaching Award.
In coaparlson to other faoutljr,
have had
. a t Winthrop, ui« the rating .chart' and' orltaria
listed below jo rank tha proposed faculty unbar
on a one to f^y'e scale, with one aa* tha highest

hot fudge
caramel

1 block from Winthrop
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PITTSBURGH, PA (CPS)-A
classified ad in the student
newspaper at the University of
Pittsburgh has led to the disciplining of three Pitt students
charged with "intimidating" B
fourth student with the ad.
The Campus Judlcian Board
(CBJ) found Alan Gladish,
Douglas Levers and Peter Kanaitis guilty of "intimidating" a
female student by placing an
ad in the PITT NEWS and titplaying campus posters all bearing the initials "SLMF" and the
Roman numerals MCCXXIL
The numerate translate to
1227, the dorm room maimer
of a woman with initiate apparently similar to SLMF. Neither
the t'.o CBJ nor the police
would release the name of the

Gladish Tratatorr- -'it a w a *
fun
more serious thai
ing '.ftcot&m gtegtsbigger a p » "
'«3£»fe:
sail, was published jast iaosr^
his fateful ad.

Studentsrefiie their efforts
(Continued from page 14)
Administrators have countered the new position amounts
to excessive federal regulation
of both state and private institutions.
But the Mg@=st impetus behind the new drive for student
representation is probably the
huge percentage jumps in tuition
and housing costs that many
schools have already announced
for 1981-82.
Combined with the Reagan
administration's proposed cute
in financial aid, the tuition increases have heightened students' feelings of being consumers of education. Consequently, they want to have a
voice in deciding how administrators spend the money students pay the college, asserts
COPUS' Sue Ann Rudley.
Administrators,
in turn,
generally have tried to guard
their authority. According to a
self-defense handbook published
in the wake of the Higher Education Reauthorization Act by
the Association of Governing
Boards of Colleges & Universities (AGB), administrators
should argue ;hat students themselves are "a special interest
group."
Consequently, voting on m
board would constitute a "conflict of interest."'
The AGB suggested stuefcrus
participate in running campus®
at levels lower than the boards
of trustees, where they could3K
"more effective."
George Washington's trustees
refused to allow students 'to

w ® mj! me Heard because they
iflmilt "Saw? a right" to a voice
anf more than other 'Internal
rniHSlbiesicies," like the faculty,
iEaSzsq&..
is- student president, Katz is
altoverii to watch board meetings. 'duC can't speak at them.
IDinC,. He says, makes him
'tnniiihg: more than a coat rack
intttaair(ttie:trustees') eyes."
J-tuiK Sazer, head of New
15B&£> Independent Student
iDniiaanvis similarly frustrated.
fBsgiefflaB efforts to get a bill
TOantmihg student representation! ac the highest administrallw Jfewelir through the state
-tegiateim have failed, Slazer
saw,, iiecause of lobbying by the
{Committee of Independent
•Giilfagee and: Universities.
;•! .V. campxomise before the
ssjfitfis education commission
IhiE
asks schools to "sel
up mechanisms for student invubanKiE id governance," but
-tiies. ttoC mention specifically
biwrife off trustees.

Employees honored for
30 yean of service
Ten-year employees honored
Three Winthrop College employees have been honored for were Mary N.. Alexander,
their 30 years of service to the Dorothy M. Barber, Ellen D.
Ba/ber. Helen L. Barron, Janie
college.
Belton, James P. Berry, William
Mary J. Farquhar, Lois G. J. Blough, Robert H. Braswell,
Peden and Dewey Z. Robinson Houston A. Craighead Jr., James
received gold lapel pins at a F. Crook. Nancy M. Davidson
Service Awards Ceremony held and Edna Donovan'..
this month.
Farquhar is a secretary in the
School of Consumer Science anc'
Abo Frances B. Exum, David
Allied Professions, Peden is a Freeman,
L. Gaines,
payroll supervisor.and Robinson Edward P. Marion
Guettler. Jerry L.
is a custodial worker.
Helton. Eula Hines, William M.
Honored at the ceremony Hope, Verlayne E. Humphries,
for 20 years of service were Michael L. Kennedy, Robert S.
Jane G. Bell, Jack H. Boger, Kline, Elizabeth H. Knight,
Robert O. Bristow, Mary W. Martha P. McLees. Mickey H.
Munn. Cynthia B. Murray, David
Ford, David A. Gover, June T
Hayes, Charles W. Huff, Ray M. L. Rankin, Lois K. Sanders,
Mayfield and Martha A. Mc- Mary L. Wells and Eart J. Wilcox.
Fadden.

TJ, the students' paper

HE Texas, State Rep; Terrel
Smttr. made his bill cre&ting a
atufem regent a "priority" so
Ste ifagrifetaire would consider it
duiinp titer spring. The legislature
rtijrfU*ttnii ,-m identical bill last

FOR KfOMATta®

Free
Ear Piercing

3aufeitK in Arizona and
•«htc.-mnnmias won legislative
vicmi@ in. 1980. but still
ifliflritt wii; all: they wanted.
!h! SaOTnav t&e resents refused
•xv $>•« the student representaSi.vee; .wring fights, citing their
ihiBKJHriHica in making the
"SmiiMitnilllnn dollar decisions'^

OR marnmmr

CALL 377-884 :
MDHDAY-FRIgAY8aggaff3#i.

Hi purchase of earrings at only.

We carry o large se- n U B H E B B B B B
'eclion lor piercing
11M CMBSr to.
Safe ond painless.
!t-* DAtLT A SAT.

COM:
PLANNED-PA

REMEMBER!
We also frame diplomas, yovr
boyfriend's, girlfriend's or worse enemy's piciwue

MARTIN ART & FRAME SB OF
1024 Oakland Avenue

at The Strawberry and Curries ffnr ISfen:. Also "Yours
Truly" Monogramming betihrB UHH. Strawberry, we
have Greek Letters!
Oakland Ave.

324-3006

Jssf

from Wtethr*
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Eagles beat Wofford 11-2
By JOSEPH BRENNAN
TJ sports reporter
The Wofford College Terriers
came to the shack Wednesday
afternoon with a 104 record to
play explosive Winthrop Eagles
and went back to Spartanburg
on the short end of a 11-2
score.
Winthrop started off slowly,
not scoring until the bottom of
the third when Steve Davis hit
a three run homer to start the
Eagles' attack. After the ball
came down so did the rain, delaying the gune for an hour

and fifteen minutes, while Coach
Horace Turbeville and his team
tried to get the field hack into
playing condition.
Winthrop scored three more
runs in the bottom of the fifth
on a walk to Danny Poole, a
bunt angle from Tommy Helms,
then a perfect sacrifice by Don
Skorup to put the runners in
scoring position. Todd Lewis
then delivered a two run single
to center to score Russell
Gaddy and Helms. The run for
Gaddy was the ninth consecutive game that he has scored in,
to set a school record. The final

run of the inning came when
Tommy Nagel hit a ball to
shortstop with the bases loaded
and he made a bad throw trying
to get the runner at third.
Winthrop added some insurance runs in the seventh on a
single by Brian Brangi, then
scored on a wild pitch which
moved Davis to second. Tommy
Nagel drove Davis home with a
single to center, and later
scored on a wild pitch. The
Eagles scored their final two
runs in the eighth on a two run
single from Steve Davis. The
hit was his fourth of the game

and the R.B.I.'s were his fourth
and fifth of the game. The hits
gave him a 9 game hitting streak
and raised his average to .388
which is 100 points higher in
the last five games.

to six hits snJ two runs, when
they have been averaging 20
runs and a 426 batting a\ itage so far this season. The win
for Thompson was his fifth without a loss. Wofford did not
score their runs until the ninth
Winthrop pitcher, Buddy and by that time Thompson
Thompson, pitched very well had set a school record of 20
against Wofford, limiting them consecutive scoreless innings.

PC downs men's tennis team
When it rains it pours, and it
did just that last Wednesday as
the men's tennis match between
Winthrop and Lander was
cancelled. Gerald Hendrick, the
men's tennis coach, had been
waiting for a rematch against
number one ranked Lander.
The last meeting between
the two schools found Winthrop
on the short end of the stick in
a very exciting and dose con-

test. The match has not yet
been rescheduled.
In action earlier in the week
Winthrop was defeated by a
vetroned Presbyterian College
squad.
"We're getting good play out
of our freshmen," stated Hendrick.
Both Mike Kessler and John
Newcomb won in their singles
matches, then joined forces to

gain another win for the Eagles.
Jeff Lyda lost a close match
in three sets to last year's district champ in the number four
spot.
David Livengood lost 7-6,
6 4 to the P.C. player.
"Our main problem right now
is we're not winning the big
points," Hendrick explained.
"Our concentration just isn't
what it should be."

Fee increase among topics
on Board agenda
Carolina would increase $4 per
semester hour to $45. Out-ofstate part-time undergraduates
would pay $8 more ($79 total)
per semester hour. Part-time
graduate students would pay $4
more per semester hour ($45
total) if they are South Carolina
The trustees will meet at residents, or $5 more per semes1:30 p.m. in the Springs Lab- ter hour ($52 total) if they live
oratory in Kinard Building on out-of-state.
campus. The meeting is open to
the public.

Proposals concerning student
fees, the campus bookstore and
a leased motel-tumed-residence
hall led the agenda for the
Winthrop College Board of Trustees' quarterly meeting tomorrow.

A second proposal before
the board concerns the operation of the campus bookstore,
located in the Dinkins Student
Center, which has been operated
by the college. The store concluded the 1979-80 fiscal year
with a deficit of $987, and trustees are considering turning the
The average academic fee operation over to a private enterincrease proposed is 11 per- prise.
cent. Academic fees have increased only 30 percent at
Winthrop since 1976-77, a
If the trustees approve, the
smaller percentage than any S.C. General Services Adminisother public college or univer- tration would be asked to solicit
sity in the state, according to bids on the bookstore operaWC President Charles Vail.
tion. If no bid acceptable to
the college were received, the
bookstore would continue as a
college operation. An acceptable
Currently, South Carolina bid could lead to a transition to
residents pay $456.50 per semes- private operation this fall. The
ter as full-time Winthrop stu- college would benefit from the
dents. A proposed $49.50 in- sale, of current inventory and be
crease would raise the academic assured a guaranteed income
fees to $506 per semester. from the private operation, Vail
Out-of-state students would pay said.
$900, or $93.50 more per
semester in academic fees as fulltine students.
The trustees will also consider a recommendation from
The academic fees for part- its Committee for Hans and
time undergraduates from South Development to make an offer

Trustees will consider a proposed increase in student academic fees needed to meet
rising costs, including the
assumption of a 3.5 percent
reduction in funding from the
state for personnel costs.

An Eagle pitcher blazes a fast ball by his opponent in a recent
game. (TJ photo by Danny Sillivant)
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to purchase the Winthrop Lodge,
a motel three blocks from the
Touring the Tillman Building
main campus which has been
leased by the college since 1979
and used as a residence hall and
conference center. About 140
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